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Warner Bros. Consumer Products and Warner Bros. Television
Partner with Con*Quest Journals for SUPERNATURAL-Inspired Journals
and Accessories
Indianapolis, IN, October 14, 2016 –Warner Bros. Consumer Products and Warner
Bros. Television partnering with Con*Quest Journals, creator of journals and
accessories to collect and protect fandom memories, today announced the creation of a
new line of SUPERNATURAL-inspired branded journals, tote bags, stickers and social
stationary, based on the hit television series.
With a fan-centric focus, the new SUPERNATURAL line includes Hunter’s Journal
binders, notebooks, long-handled tote bags, sticker sheets, washi tape and a replica
John Winchester Journal. Con*Quest plans to launch its SUPERNATURAL products in
the fall of 2016. The Hunter’s Journal, bag and sticker sheets will debut at Creation
Entertainment’s Official Supernatural Convention in Atlanta, GA, October 21 to 23,
2016.
“The fans of SUPERNATURAL are a passionate and dedicated force,” said Shelley
Harper, partner at Con*Quest Journals. “They have amazing experiences surrounding
their friends and the fandom, going to conventions and watch parties and we wanted to
give them the coolest way to remember those moments. We put our heart and soul into
the new line and are incredibly excited to share it with the Supernatural fan family.”
For more information on Con*Quest Journals and its SUPERNATURAL product line,
please visit conquestjournal.com.
About Supernatural
Currently in its twelfth season (Thursdays at 9/8c on The CW), Supernatural stars Jared
Padalecki as Sam Winchester, Jensen Ackles as Dean Winchester, Mark A. Sheppard
as Crowley and Misha Collins as Castiel. Created by Eric Kripke, the long-running
series is executive produced by Robert Singer, McGAndrew Dabb, Phil Sgriccia, Brad
Buckner, Eugenie Ross-Leming and Jeremy Carver. The series is produced by Kripke
Enterprises Inc. in association with Warner Bros. Television.
About Warner Bros. Consumer Products
Warner Bros. Consumer Products, a Warner Bros. Entertainment Company, is one of
the leading licensing and retail merchandising organizations in the world.

About Con*Quest Journals
Con*Quest Journals™ are the place to collect and protect your fandom memories with
journals, bags and accessories. Inspired by business partners’ Ted Thompson and
Shelley Harper’s need to store their own conference and event memorabilia, the first
Con*Quest journals were developed in 2014. Con*Quest is based in Seattle,
Washington and Indianapolis, Indiana. For more information, please visit
conquestjournal.com or call Shelley Harper at 317-294-1567.
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